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Abstract

This paper measures the utility gains from exploiting short-run predictability in

equity returns in the presence of transaction costs, short-selling constraints and para-

meter uncertainty. We focus our analysis primarily on predictability in the volatility of

stock returns. We find that the corresponding utility gains are quite significant, even

in the presence of frictions and while taking into account for parameter uncertainty.

In contrast, the utility gains from exploiting predictability in the risk premium due

to short-run positive autocorrelation, are quite small once we take into account for

frictions, parameter uncertainty or both simultaneously.
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1 Introduction

Merton (1973) showed, theoretically, how time variation in the investment opportunity set

a¤ects the optimal portfolio allocation of a rational investor. In the last decade …nancial

economists have begun to explore empirically the importance of these e¤ects, but almost

all of the focus has been on low-frequency predictability and time variation in expected

returns.1,2

In this paper we propose to complement this literature by investigating the potential

utility gains generated by volatility timing. We perform this analysis by solving for the

optimal dynamic asset allocation decision in the presence of short-term time variation in the

volatility of equity returns. Given the dynamic nature of the model, we include an inter-

mediate consumption decision every period, and we are able to model realistic constraints,

namely transaction costs and short-selling restrictions, directly into the optimization prob-

lem. Therefore, the optimal asset allocation decision explicitly takes into account for the

presence of those constraints. We consider di¤erent levels of transaction costs, scenarios with
1Campbell and Viceira (2001), Brennan and Xia (2000), Omberg (2000) and Xia and Brennan (2000)

consider low-frequency time variation in the riskless real interest rate. Tamayo and Shanken (2002), Lynch

(2001), Xia (2001), Avramov (2001), Cremers (2001), Barberis (2000), Lynch and Balduzzi (2000), Tamayo

(2000), Balduzzi and Lynch (1999), Brandt (1999), Campbell and Viceira (1999), Wachter (1999), Schroeder

and Skiadas (1999), Kandell and Stambaugh (1996), Kim and Omberg (1996), Pesaran and Timmerman

(1995), Ferson and Harvey (1991) and Samuelson (1991), among others, consider low-frequency time variation

in the equity premium, while Ait-Sahalia and Brandt (2001), Kogan and Uppal (2001), Campbell, Chan and

Viceira (2000), Liu (1999) and Brennan, Schwartz and Lagnado (1997) consider both simultaneously.
2Goyal and Welch (1999) and Ang and Bekaert (2001a) provide some recent evidence contesting the

evidence in favor of such predictability. For some recent evidence arguing the opposite see Lewellen (2001).
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and without short-selling constraints, and we control for parameter uncertainty.

Our results show that the gains from exploiting persistence in volatility can be quite large.

Since volatility is very persistent, the trading strategy does not require signi…cant rebalanc-

ing, and therefore it is not signi…cantly a¤ected by transaction costs. The corresponding

certainty equivalent gain is 6.21% and 2.51% for investors with a coe¢cient of relative risk

aversion of 2 and 5, respectively. If we introduce fully binding short-selling constraints, which

is clearly an extreme assumption, the gains are still 3.94% and 2.50%. Moreover, since the

persistence parameter is very precisely estimated, these certainty equivalents are robust to

parameter uncertainty.

The hedging demands induced by time variation in volatility have been shown to be

quite small (Ait-Sahalia and Brandt (2001) and Chako and Viceira (2001)), and naturally

in this paper we obtain the same result. Nevertheless, solving the intertemporal asset allo-

cation problem is very important since it allow us to incorporate transaction cost directly

into the maximization problem. To the best of our knowledge, this is the …rst paper that

simultaneously considers parameter uncertainty and frictions in the context of a dynamic

model.

We also use the model to measure the economic value of exploiting a di¤erent source of

short-run return predictability: positive autocorrelation in expected returns (see statistical

evidence summarized in Campbell, Lo and MacKinlay (1997)). Although time variation

in expected returns has been carefully studied in the literature (see previous references),

this particular source of predictability has been mostly ignored. The case in favor of this

alternative short-run market timing rule is quite weak. Since expected returns are not
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very persistent, investors must trade signi…cantly if they want to exploit this source of

predictability. Moreover, they must often take very extreme positions. As a result, although

the frictionless certainty equivalent gains are quite large, once we incorporate transaction

costs they are close to 1% or even less, except for very low risk-averse investors. Morevoer,

once we take into account for parameter uncertainty those gains fall signi…cantly further.

This is not surprising since the return persistence parameter is estimated with very low

precision.

Recently, Liu (1999), Chako and Viceira (2000), and Liu, Longsta¤ and Pan (2000)

study the impact of volatility hedging on the optimal decision rules. They do not allow for

frictions (transaction costs or short-selling constraints) or parameter uncertainty, and they

do not measure utility gains. Tamayo and Shanken (2002) extend this analysis by taking

into account for parameter uncertainty. Marquering and Verbeek (2000), Fleming, Kirby and

Ostdiek (2001a and 2001b) and Johannes, Polson and Stround (2002) measure the utility

gains in the context of a static asset allocation model. As a result, these papers do not

include transaction costs or intermediate consumption in the optimization problem.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we present the portfolio choice

problem and discuss the estimation and calibration procedures. In sections 3 and 4 we study

respectively volatility timing and exploiting time variation in the risk premium. The more

general case, simultaneously exploiting time variation in the risk premium and in volatility,

is discussed in section 5. Finally, we o¤er some concluding remarks in section 6.
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2 Portfolio choice problem

This paper considers the portfolio choice problem of an investor with power utility and a

…nite horizon (T periods). The investor faces both a consumption decision and an asset

allocation decision. Every period (t) she allocates her …nancial wealth (Wt) between a risky

asset (stocks, with yield a random return Rt) and a riskless asset (T-Bills, with a constant

return Rf). The notation αt will be used to de…ne the share of wealth invested in the risky

asset at time t. The rebalancing horizon (the time interval between any two periods) is set

at one month, and we will consider di¤erent investment horizons (T ).

2.1 Investment Opportunity Set

The stock return process is speci…ed as

LnRt = µ + ρLnRt¡1 + εt (1)

εt » N(0, σ2
t ) (2)

σ2
t = θ0 + θ1ε2t¡1 + θ2σ2

t¡1 (3)

We allow for four alternative return processes, each one corresponding to a di¤erent set of

parameter constraints:

Model A: ρ = θ1 = θ2 = 0 (4)

Model B: ρ = 0 (5)

Model C: θ1 = θ2 = 0 (6)

and …nally model D which imposes no constraints.
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These speci…cations warrant some discussion. Using a GARCH(1,1) process to model

time variation in the volatility is a relatively standard choice, as this model …ts the data

quite well (see Campbell, Lo and MacKinlay (1997) or Bollerslev, Chou and Kroner (1992)

for detailed surveys). However we do not claim that this is the best statistical model. We

consider the GARCH(1,1) for tractability reasons and because it is not the objective of this

paper to identify the best trading strategy, but rather to compute the utility gains obtained

by following “relatively plausible” volatility timing strategies.

2.2 Transaction Costs

Whenever the investor rebalances her portfolio she must pay transaction costs. De…ne bαt as

the share of wealth invested in the risky asset at time t, assuming that the investor does not

rebalance her portfolio in that period, i.e. this is the inherited α, given the previous period’s

allocation (αt¡1), and this period’s stock return. If αt¡1 = 1 or if Rt = Rf , then bαt = αt¡1

so that the beginning of period portfolio allocation is exactly equal to last-period’s portfolio

allocation. However, in general, bαt is given by:

bαt =
αt¡1Rt

αt¡1Rt + (1 ¡ αt¡1)Rf (7)

If the investor chooses αt = bαt, then she is keeping her portfolio allocation unchanged

and does not have to pay any transaction cost. For αt 6= bαt the transaction costs are given

by:

kt = v jαt ¡ bαtj + f I(αt 6= bαt) (8)

where the parameters v and f represent respectively a variable (proportional) transaction

cost and a …xed transaction cost, while I(.) is the indicator function. Just like Balduzzi and
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Lynch (1999) we assume that the …xed cost is proportional to the level of wealth to reduce

the number of state variables (we’ll get back to this point later).4

2.3 Maximization problem and decision rules

The investor’s decision problem (P ) is then given by

Max
fαtgT¡1

t=1 ,fCtgT
t=1

E0

TX

t=1

δt¡1 C1¡γ
t

1 ¡ γ
(9)

subject to

Wt+1 = [αt(1 ¡ kt)Rt+1 + (1 ¡ αt)Rf ](Wt ¡ Ct) (10)

with kt given by equations (7) and (8), and Rt+1 given by equations (1), (2), and (3).

We let fαi, Cig denote respectively the vectors containing the optimal portfolio rules and

the optimal consumption allocations, under the speci…cation given by model i. The relevant

state variables for the di¤erent portfolio rules are:

αA = αA(bα, t)

αC = αC( eRt+1, bα, t)

αB = αB(eσt+1, bα, t)

αD = αD( eRt+1, eσt+1, bα, t)

where ex denotes Et(xt+1). Since we assume that the …xed cost is proportional to the level

of wealth we don’t need to consider W as an additional state variable. Naturally, the

corresponding consumption functions are dependent on the same state variables.
4This assumption can be motivated by thinking of f as an opportunity cost.
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The model is solved numerically, using the Bellman equation and backward induction

to obtain the decision rules and the value functions at each point in time. We discretize

the state-space using (100) equally spaced grid points for each of the three continuous state

variables ( eRt+1, eσt+1, bα). In the case of the exogenous stochastic state variables ( eRt+1, eσt+1)

the upper and lower bounds on the state-space were chosen so that the corresponding interval

includes all of their in-sample realizations. The upper and lower bounds on the grid for bα were

confronted with the optimal policy functions, to determine whether they should be increased

even further.5 We use Gaussian quadrature to compute all the relevant expectations, and

combine a grid search algorithm with a bi-section algorithm to solve for the optimal decision

rules. Including a grid search component in the algorithm is computational painful but

always advisable in the presence of …xed transaction costs, as these generate discontinuities

in the decision rules.

2.4 Calibration

2.4.1 Return process

This section presents the estimation results for the return processes given by equations (1)

to (3), under di¤erent speci…cations, A through D. The return on the risky asset is taken

to be the value weighted return on the NYSE, including dividends, while the return on the

safe asset is given by the return on 3-month Treasury Bills. Both series were obtained from

CRSP. The sample starts in January 1926 and ends in December 1999. Each speci…cation
5As a further robustness check, we solved the model with an expanded version of the state space and

with coarser grids, and the results remained unchanged.
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is estimated using the excess return data.

The estimation results are reported in table 1. Standard errors are not reported for the

estimates of µ and θ0 since parameter uncertainty regarding these coe¢cients would a¤ect

all models.6 The parameters θ1and θ2 are quite large and signi…cant, therefore suggesting a

strong case for volatility timing. On the other hand, from a frequentist perspective, the esti-

mate of ρ under the pure AR(1) model does not even meet the 10% signi…cance level. When

we estimate model D ((AR(1)-GARCH(1,1)), the GARCH parameters are almost identical

to the previous ones, both in terms to their point estimates and their signi…cance levels. The

autoregressive coe¢cient is now slightly smaller, but becomes marginally signi…cant.

2.4.2 Preferences

We will consider di¤erent values for the risk aversion parameter (γ), from 2 to 10, and we

set the discount rate equal to 0.96 in annual terms (δ = 0.961/12).

2.4.3 Transaction Costs

Trading costs are usually decomposed into two major components: bid-ask spreads and

brokerage fees. Overall transaction costs for large stocks typically correspond to 1% of the

transaction amount or slightly less (see, for example, Keim and Madhavan (1998)). Since

our investor is trading a market-wide index we expect her to face even lower trading costs.

Balduzzi and Lynch (1999) consider values of the proportional costs between 0.1% and 0.5%,

and values of the …xed cost between 0% and 0.1%. Marquering and Verbeek (2000) ignore
6Later on, when we test for statistical signi…cance of the results, we will need to use the full variance-

covariance matrix.
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…xed costs but they consider a similar range for the proportional costs, between 0.1% and

1%. Based on this numbers we will consider values of the proportional cost (v) up to 0.5%,

and values of the …xed cost (f) up to 0.1%. This is probably a conservative measure since

transaction costs have fallen signi…cantly in recent years and, in addition, investors can also

implement these strategies by trading in futures markets where they would face lower fees

(Fleming, Kerby and Ostdiek (2001b) estimate that trading costs in the futures market

correspond to 0.01% of the transaction amount).

3 Time variation in volatility

In this section we study the utility gains and portfolio allocation rules implied by model B:

GARCH(1,1) with constant expected returns.

3.1 Model without frictions

We start by considering the case without transaction costs (v = f = 0) and without para-

meter uncertainty, but both will be added later on.

3.1.1 Policy functions and hedging demands

Figure 1 plots the portfolio rules implied by the GARCH(1,1) model (αB
1 ), and the passive

rule (αA
1 ). Results are shown for the one-year investment horizon and for an investor with

relative risk aversion (γ) equal to 10. The qualitative properties of the policy functions

remain unchanged by considering di¤erent values of γ, or di¤erent investment horizons.

The horizontal axis covers approximately 95% of the in-sample realizations of eσt, under
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the GARCH(1,1) model.7 Consistent with the results of Chako and Viceira (2000), volatility

timing has a signi…cant impact on the optimal portfolio allocation. When expected volatility

falls signi…cantly below its unconditional mean, the investor will double or even triple her

exposure to stocks.

Next we measure the hedging demands implied by the GARCH(1,1) model. The period¡t

hedging demand, denoted by hB
t , is given by8

hB
t (Rt) = αB

t (Rt) ¡ αB
T¡1(Rt) (11)

Table 2.1 reports the average hedging demand as a fraction of the average portfolio allocation:

hB
t =

R
hB

t (Rt)dF (Rt)R
αB

t (Rt)dF (Rt)
(12)

where F (Rt) is the unconditional density function for Rt, implied by equations (1)-(3),

constraints (5), and the estimation results from section 2.9

Results are shown for di¤erent time horizons (1, 2, and 5 years) and di¤erent degrees of

risk aversion (2, 5 and 10). The hedging demands are quite negligible, regardless of the degree
7In all …gures, the state-space being shown is a subset of the actual state-space available from the numerical

solution. We chose to plot a (roughly) three standard deviation region, to give a better graphical description

of the relevant magnitudes.
8It is important to measure the hedging demands while setting the transaction costs to zero, as these also

generate horizon e¤ects.
9One alternative measure of the average hedging demand could be:

hB
t =

Z
hB

t (Rt)
αB

t (Rt)
dF (Rt)

However, such measure is problematic if there exists an R¤
t , such that αt(R¤

t ) = 0 (which will be the case for

αC below), as this would make the division meaningless, and it would in‡ate the value of the ratio for any

Rt su¢ciently close to R¤
t .
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of risk aversion. Therefore, in the absence of transaction costs and parameter uncertainty,

investment horizon e¤ects will have a second order impact on the utility gains.

3.1.2 Conditional Utility Gains

To evaluate the utility gains associated with each rule we start by computing certainty

equivalent wealth levels. Given a decision rule and a return process, this measures the

certain level of wealth that would give the investor the same expected utility. Since the

policy rules are independent on wealth (we have CRRA preferences) we can normalize initial

(current) wealth to 1, so that the certainty equivalent actually measures a percentage increase

in wealth.

In the context of a static model (for t = T ¡ 1), if we let WCE,i denote the certainty

equivalent for portfolio rule i, then:

(WCE,i)1¡γ

1 ¡ γ
= ET¡1

·
[(αi

T¡1RT + (1 ¡ αi
T¡1)Rf)]1¡γ

1 ¡ γ

¸
, (13)

1 = ET¡1

"µ
(αi

T¡1RT + (1 ¡ αi
T¡1)Rf )

WCE,i

¶1¡γ
#

(14)

and naturally the certainty equivalent will be a function of the state variables. So, for

example, we would write WCE,B(eσ¤t ) to denote the certainty equivalent of portfolio rule αB

given eσt = eσ¤t .

This concept is extended to a dynamic model by using the value function instead of

the utility function. De…ne V A as the expected utility from following the decision rules

fCA
t gT

t=1and fαA
t gT¡1

t=1 ,

V A ´ E0

TX

t=1

δt¡1CA1¡γ

t

1 ¡ γ
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We can then de…ne a constant certainty-equivalent consumption level CCE,A by solving the

following equation

V A = E0

TX

t=1

δt¡1CCE,A1¡γ

1 ¡ γ
(15)

Since CCE,A is riskless we can now compute the initial level of wealth required to …nance it,

which will be our certainty equivalent level of wealth:

WCE,A =
TX

t=1

CCE,A

(Rf )t
(16)

Now WCE,A is also a function of time, and therefore we will write WCE,A
t to denote the

certainty equivalent level of wealth at time t. Likewise we can de…ne certainty equivalents

for any other set of decision rules.

Given the certainty equivalents corresponding to two di¤erent sets of decision rules (or

two di¤erent stochastic environments), we use the ratio of the two to compute the cer-

tainty equivalent gain of one relative to the other. This measures the percentage increase

in (riskless) wealth that would make the investor indi¤erent between the two strategies

(environments).

Figure 2 plots the certainty equivalent gain from volatility timing (WCE,B
t (eσt)/WCE,A

t (eσt)),

under the assumption that model B is indeed the correct data generating process. These

results are again for the one year investment horizon (t = T ¡ 12) case and an investor with

γ = 10.10 By de…nition, the portfolio rule αB must do at least as well as the passive rule

(αA), for any realization of the state variable. Naturally, as volatility increases the investor is

worse o¤ in both cases. However, the volatility-timing rule allows her to reduce her portfolio

allocation to stocks when this happens, and therefore utility does not fall as much as it would
10Results for other cases are report below.
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if she was following rule αA.

3.1.3 Unconditional Utility Gains

The results in …gure 2 show that, if the GARCH(1,1) model is correct, then for extreme values

of the state variable investors stand to gain a lot by rebalancing their portfolios. Naturally

this will only generate modest expected utility gains if such realizations are highly unlikely.

Therefore, we now compute a more comprehensive metric, by integrating over WCE,B
t and

WCE,A
t using the relevant distribution of stock returns. Denoting this unconditional expected

utility gain by WCE,B¡A
t , we have

WCE,B¡A
t =

R
WCE,B

t (Rt)dF (Rt)R
WCE,A

t (Rt)dF (Rt)
(17)

where, as before, F (Rt) is the unconditional density function for Rt, implied by equations

(1)-(3), constraints (5), and the estimation results from section 2.11

Table 2.2 reports the corresponding mean certainty equivalent gains (WCE,B¡A
t ), for

di¤erent values of risk aversion (2, 5 and 10) and di¤erent investment horizons (1, 2, and 5

years). For the range of γ considered in table 2.2, the certainty equivalent gain from timing

volatility decreases with risk aversion. For example, for the one-year investment horizon

case, they increase from 1.79% for the more risk averse investor (γ = 10) to 8.00% for the

more risk tolerant (γ = 2). At …rst sight this might seem counter-intuitive since the more

risk averse investors should bene…t the most from a reduction in the volatility of returns.

However table 2.2 does not report the utility gains generated by an exogenous reduction
11We perform these numerical integrations using Monte-Carlo simulation with 100, 000 draws of each

random variable (the same results were obtained with Gaussian quadrature).
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in volatility. The investor can only reduce volatility by decreasing her exposure to stocks,

and therefore reducing her expected return. The optimal trade-o¤ between these two di¤ers

across investors, depending on risk aversion.

We know that, as the investor’s risk aversion converges to in…nity, she will avoid stocks

completely and therefore the utility gains generated by any portfolio rule will converge to

zero. So, for very large coe¢cients of risk aversion we expect a decreasing pattern for the

certainty equivalents, consistent with table 2.2. On the other hand, if let risk aversion

converge to zero, the investor will not care about changes in volatility. As a result, the

certainty equivalent gains from volatility timing should eventually become an increasing

function of γ as it approaches zero. In table 1.2 we …nd that, for the range of γ that we

consider, the decreasing pattern prevails.

3.2 Transaction costs

These strategies require portfolio rebalancing on a frequent (monthly) basis. Therefore, it is

important to determine whether the utility gains are large enough to compensate the investor

for the implied transactions costs.12 Based on our previous discussion, we will consider values

of the proportional cost (v) up to 0.5%, and values of the …xed cost (f) up to 0.1%. In all

cases, the investor’s initial portfolio allocation is set equal to the optimal allocation for the

case of no transaction costs and i.i.d. returns (decision rule αA with v = f = 0).

Table 2.3 reports the certainty equivalent gains from following rule αB (GARCH(1,1)
12Note that the benchmark rule also requires rebalancing since it sets a …xed share of wealth invested in

stocks, rather than a …xed level of stock holdings, but in this case the transaction costs will clearly be quite

small.
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model), for di¤erent values of the transaction cost parameters, and di¤erent degrees of risk

aversion. With moderate transaction costs (v = 0.5% and f = 0.0%, or v = 0.25% and

f = 0.1%) the certainty equivalent gains from the volatility timing are only marginally

a¤ected. If we consider the one-year investment horizon, for the less risk averse investors

they are still above 6%, and even for γ = 5 they still exceed 2.5%.

3.3 Short-selling constraints

Most investors face limits on the amount of short selling that they are allowed to perform.

For the volatility timing rule the investor will never choose to short the risky asset, as

expected equity returns are always positive, but the more risk tolerant investors will short

the riskless asset when they expect volatility to be quite low. We measure the costs of

potential shot-selling restrictions by adding one additional constraint to the model in section

2:

αt 2 [0, 1] (18)

Naturally this is a very strong and counterfactual constraint, as it completely rules-out short

selling of either asset, and therefore it should be considered as a limiting case.

Table 2.4 reports the mean certain equivalent gains for this case. As expected, investors

with a moderate degree of risk aversion are not a¤ected by the presence of the short-selling

constraint. Even for γ = 5 the values in table 2.4 are almost identical to the ones in table 2.3.

Only the less risk averse investors are signi…cantly a¤ected. Both because they would like to

hold more extreme positions, and because their unconditional optimal portfolio allocation

to stocks (αA) is very close to 100%. Again it is important to remember that constraint
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(18) is a limiting case, as investors are typically allowed to implement some degree of short-

selling. In any case it becomes clear that the more extreme utility gains are vulnerable to

this assumption.

3.4 Parameter Uncertainty

The parameter estimates are subject to estimation error, and moreover the return processes

might be mis-speci…ed, which motivates the explicit incorporation of parameter uncertainty,

for example in a Bayesian context.13 Given the presence of transaction costs, and the non-

trivial dimension of the state space, modelling parameter uncertainty and learning explicitly

in a Bayesian approach is problematic from a computational perspective. As a result we will

not take into account for learning, and we will only allow for parameter uncertainty in the

most crucial parameter, which in the volatility timing case is θ2. As an alternative, we will

also use the delta method to compute standard errors for the utility gains. This measure

takes into account for the uncertainty in all parameter estimates, but if su¤ers from other

limitations that we will discuss below.

3.4.1 Bayesian approach

Once we take into account for parameter uncertainty, the expected utility gains is given by

EWCE,B¡A
t =

Z
WCE,B¡A

t (θ2)dG(θ2) (19)

13See, among others, Lewellen and Shanken (2001), Avramov (2001), Barberis (2000), Cremers (2001),

Tamayo (2000), Xia (2000), or Kandell and Stambaugh (1996) or, in settings without return predictability,

Pástor and Stambaugh (2000) and Pástor (2000)
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where G(θ2) is the posterior distribution of θ2, assuming a ‡at prior. We compute this

integral using quadrature methods where each term is evaluated from:

WCE,B¡A
t (θ2) =

R
WCE,B

t (Rt; θ2)dF (Rt; θ2)R
WCE,A

t (Rt; θ2)dF (Rt; θ2)
(20)

and where F (Rt; θ2) is the unconditional density function for Rt, for a given θ2. Naturally,

when considering di¤erent values of θ2, we adjust the parameter θ0 so that the unconditional

mean volatility remains una¤ected.

The results are shown in table 2.5. The certainty equivalents are reduced, but not

too much. The investor with γ = 5 still has a certainty equivalent gain of 1.74%, net

of transaction costs, and the less risk aversion investor, which cares less about parameter

uncertainty, is still facing a gain of 4.7%.

3.4.2 Delta Method

Ang and Bekaert (2001b) propose using the delta method to evaluate the statistical signi…-

cance of the results. The idea behind the delta method is quite straightforward, and it can

be used under fairly weak conditions. Consider the (potentially non-linear) function f(β),

where β is a (k ¤ 1) vector of parameters that the econometrician estimates, and which has

the following asymptotic distribution: N (β¤,§). De…ne the vector d as

d ´ [
∂f
∂β1

,
∂f
∂β2

, ...,
∂f

∂βK
] (21)

If f is a continuous function of β then we can use the Slutsky theorem to conclude that:

plimf (β) = f(β¤) (22)
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and

plimd = [
∂f
∂β1

(β¤),
∂f
∂β2

(β¤), ...,
∂f

∂βK
(β¤)] ´ δ (23)

Combining these two equations with the asymptotic distribution of β we obtain our …nal

result, the asymptotic distribution of f (β):

f (β) a» N (f(β¤), δ§δ0) (24)

In our case the function f(.) is a mapping from the space of parameter values to the

space of real numbers, giving us the certainty equivalent gain corresponding to the estimated

parameters. This function is implicitly de…ned by equation (16) and we can compute the

vector of derivatives (d) numerically.14,15

In table 2.6 we report the statistical signi…cance of the utility gains, using the delta

method and a one-sided test. In all cases, with and without transaction costs, we obtain

statistical signi…cance: the p-values for WCE,B¡A
t are almost always below 1%. However,

it should be noted that the delta method provides an approximate asymptotic distribution

and, in this case, it is clear that such approximation must be interpreted with caution. Since

the investor is using the true parameter values, the certainty equivalent gain must always be

positive, so it cannot be normally distributed.
14

∂f
∂βi

´ f(β1, ..., βi + ε, ..., βk) ¡ f(β1, ..., βi ¡ ε, ..., βk)
2ε

So we just need to re-compute the certainty equivalent gains for in…nitesimal (independent) perturbations

of the di¤erent parameter values.
15For a similar approach, in a slightly di¤erent context, see Britten-Jones (1999).
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4 Time Variation in Expected Returns

4.1 Model without frictions

As in the previous section, we start by considering the case without transaction costs (v =

f = 0) and without parameter uncertainty.

4.1.1 Policy functions and hedging demands

Figure 3 plots the portfolio rules implied by the AR(1) model (αC
1 ), and the passive rule (αA

1 ).

Results are shown for the one-year investment horizon and for an investor with relative risk

aversion (γ) equal to 10. As before, the qualitative properties of the policy functions remain

unchanged by considering di¤erent parameter values for γ, or di¤erent investment horizons.

The horizontal axis covers roughly 95% of the in-sample realizations of stock returns.16

Despite the (small) magnitude of the coe¢cient ρ, expected returns are still quite volatile.

For very low realizations of the current equity return the investor actually shorts the risky

asset.17 Following a high market return, and relative to an investor that believes that stock

returns are i.i.d., the “momentum investor” will potentially more than double her allocation

to stocks.
16In the horizontal axis we report Rt rather than the state Et(Rt+1), since there is simple one-to-one

mapping between the two.
17Clearly this investor cannot be a representative investor since, for the representative investor, the ex-

pected risk premium must always be positive. This is also true for virtually all of the papers in this literature

(mentioned in the introduction). These are not equilibrium asset pricing models, they are asset allocation

models, and their results should be interpreted within this (more limited) context (see, for example, the

discussion in Campbell and Viceira (2001)).
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Table 3.1 shows the ratio of the average hedging demand to the average equity holdings

for the AR(1) model, for di¤erent values of risk aversion and di¤erent investment horizons.

In all cases this represents a small fraction of the investor’s total equity holdings. Under the

AR(1) model the stock return innovations are perfectly correlated with changes in expected

returns, and as a result the hedging demands are negative.18 Intuitively, we …nd that the

absolute value of the hedging demand increases with risk aversion (for γ = 1 it should be

equal to zero by de…nition).

4.1.2 Utility Gains

Figure 4 reports the certainty equivalent gain from using portfolio rule C, versus using port-

folio rule A (WCE,C
t=T¡12(Rt)/W

CE,A
t=T¡12(Rt)), assuming that the estimated AR(1) model is the

correct speci…cation.19 The horizontal axis covers roughly 95% of the in-sample realizations

of stock returns. Naturally WCE,B exceeds WCE,A for all possible values of the state variable.

When the current stock return is equal to its unconditional mean (approximately 0, since

these are monthly returns), the certainty equivalent gain is still positive, corresponding to

the option value of being able to explore future ‡uctuations in the expected return.

Table 3.2 reports the mean certainty equivalent gain for di¤erent values of risk aversion

(2, 5 and 10) and di¤erent investment horizons (1, 2, and 5 years). If the AR(1) model is

correct then, absent transaction costs, investors that are not very risk averse stand to gain

substantially by exploiting short-term ‡uctuations in the equity premium. Namely, with a
18We are only considering value of γ greater than 1.
19As before the …gure plots the results obtained with γ = 10 and a one-year investment horizon, while the

results for all other cases are discussed below.
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one-year investment horizon, there is a certainty equivalent gain of 7.17% for an investor

with a risk aversion of 5 and 17.8% for an investor with a risk aversion of 2. These numbers

are approximately twice as large as the values reported in table 2.2, but they re‡ect the

best-case scenario. We still have to incorporate transaction costs and control for parameter

uncertainty.

4.2 Transaction costs and short selling constraints

4.2.1 Transaction Costs

In table 3.3 we report the certainty equivalent gains for di¤erent values of the transaction

costs and di¤erent degrees of risk aversion. Transaction costs have a very strong e¤ect on

WCE,C¡A
1 . This is in strong contrast with the volatility timing case, but it is consistent with

the fact that αC requires the investor to take much more extreme positions than αB , and to

implement substantially more trading, since expected returns are much less persistent than

volatility.

If we consider the one-year investment horizon, the less risk averse investors face an

expected gain of less than 5%, and for γ = 5 the gain is now less than 2%. So, in the

presence of moderate transaction costs only the less risk averse investors would enjoy any

meaningful utility gains from exploiting (short-run) time variation in the equity premium.

4.2.2 Short-selling constraints

As illustrated in …gure 3 following the portfolio rule suggested by the AR(1) model requires

occasional short selling, even for the more risk averse investors. Naturally, more risk tolerant
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investors will want to short either asset much more frequently.

In Table 3.4 we report the mean certain equivalent gains that are obtained in the presence

of the short-selling constraint (equation (18)). As expected, for γ equal to 5, or higher, the

values in tables 3.4 are fairly similar to their counterparts in table 3.3. However, the less

risk averse investors are again signi…cantly a¤ected.

4.3 Parameter Uncertainty

4.3.1 Bayesian analysis

As mentioned before, for computational reasons we only allow for uncertainty over the most

important parameter, which in this case is ρ. Naturally, when considering di¤erent values

of ρ we adjust the value of µ so that the unconditional mean of the return process remains

unchanged. In table 3.5 we show the one-year mean certainty equivalent gains taking into

account for parameter uncertainty.20 They are now all less than 1%, except for case of no

transaction costs and γ = 2.

The dramatic impact of parameter uncertainty is also illustrated in table 3.6, which

shows the one-year mean certainty equivalent gains from using the portfolio rule implied

by the estimated AR(1) model, for di¤erent “true” values of the persistence parameter

(WCE,B¡A
1 (ρ)). Even ignoring transaction costs, the utility gains are virtually zero if the true

autoregressive coe¢cient is equal to half of its estimated value (ρ = 0.5). Moreover, even if we

consider values of ρ close to the point estimate, the gains are already substantially reduced.

For example, if ρ = 0.075 then the utility gains are close to half of the ones obtained before,
20We are again assuming a ‡at prior.
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and if we take into account for transaction costs these values drop to zero. Remember that

the standard error associated with the point estimate of ρ implies a 95% con…dence interval

that includes 0 (the i.i.d. model) as a possible outcome. If the true value of ρ is indeed

zero we expect the portfolio rule αC to generate negative utility gains, since in this case the

portfolio rule αA is optimal. In fact, for ρ = 0 the utility gains are extremely negative, going

from ¡4.90% for the more risk averse investor (γ = 10) to ¡17.56% for the less risk averse

(γ = 2).21 Naturally if consider higher values of ρ the certainty equivalent gains are much

larger, but for a risk-averse investor this extra uncertainty is certainly unpleasant.

4.3.2 Delta Method

In table 3.7 we report the statistical signi…cance of the utility gains using the delta method

and a one-sided test. We obtain marginal statistical signi…cance when ignoring transaction

costs, with p-values for WCE,C¡A
t around 4%. however, once we add transaction costs, they

increase to approximately to 10%. Again it should be noted that the delta method provides

an approximate asymptotic distribution which must be interpreted with caution in this case.
21These values can actually be reduced by the presence of transaction costs, as these induce the investor

to trade less which in this context is a good thing. For example, in the absence of transaction costs, an

investor with γ = 2 would su¤er a certainty equivalent loss of 17.56% by “chasing momentum” when it is

not really there. However, when faced with transaction costs of v = 0.25% and f = 0.1%, she would take

more conservative positions and as a result her loss would be less severe: ¡14.69%.
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5 Simultaneous time variation in volatility and in the

risk premium

In this section we consider the AR(1)-GARCH(1,1) process. Given our previous analysis

it is clear that this should be considered as one possible alternative speci…cation, and not

as some notion of more general or benchmark case. The statistical evidence in favor of the

AR(1) component is weak and the previous results suggest that, it might be advisable to

ignore any potential “high-frequency” predictability in excess returns.

Nevertheless, if the AR(1) speci…cation is correct, by following the portfolio rule αB

the investor decreases her investment in stocks in periods of high expected returns (after

large positive returns). On the other hand, by ignoring time variation in volatility, the

portfolio rule αC exposes the investor to substantial risk, as it urges her to take more extreme

positions exactly when volatility is likely to be high (after large positive or negative returns).

Therefore, we feel that the results for the AR(1)-GARCH(1,1) case are also potentially

interesting and should be investigated.

When comparing the utility gains for the portfolio rule αC (αB) with the utility gains for

portfolio rule αD, we want to measure the incremental value of volatility (risk-premium) tim-

ing while holding everything else constant, including the parameter estimates. Therefore we

are now using the parameter estimates obtained from the AR(1)-GARCH(1,1) speci…cation,

even when we shut-down one of the two components. So, we have re-computed portfolio rule

αC for the “new value” of ρ (0.0727), and portfolio rule αB for the “new values” of θ1 and

θ2 (respectively 0.1214 and 0.8464).
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5.1 Policy Function

The optimal portfolio rule αD is plotted in …gure 5. For a given expected volatility the

portfolio rule is linear just like the one in …gure 3 (portfolio rule αC). As we increase

(decrease) expected volatility the investor becomes more (less) conservative and as a result

the portfolio rule becomes more (less) ‡at. For a given positive expected return, αD is

convex just like αB (…gure 1), while for a given negative expected return we obtain a concave

function. The intuition is the same in both cases: lower volatility allows for more extreme

risk taking, re‡ected in a higher jαtj.

5.2 Utility Gains

Now we compute the utility gains for all the alternative portfolio rules (αC , αB and αD),

assuming that AR(1)-GARCH(1,1) model is the correct speci…cation. Figures 6 through

8 plot the one-year certainty equivalent gains WCE,C¡A
1 (Rt, eσt), WCE,B¡A

1 (Rt, eσt), and

WCE,D¡A
1 (Rt, eσt), for the case of zero transaction costs. The portfolio rule αC performs

quite badly when expected volatility is high since the investor fails to reduce her risk expo-

sure. To the contrary, since these events are likely to be associated with a large (positive or

negative) expected return, she will have actually increased her risk exposure (higher jαtj).

Table 4 shows the one-year mean certainty equivalent gains, WCE,D¡A
1 , WCE,B¡A

1 , and

WCE,C¡A
1 for di¤erent values of the transaction cost parameters.22 These utility gains are

computed while imposing the short sales constraint from equation (18). Without imposing

this constraint WCE,C¡A
1 would be signi…cantly negative as suggested by the inspection of

22We restrict this analysis to the one-year investment horizon due to computational constraints.
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…gure 6.23

The results can be summarized as follows. First, the portfolio rule αC is always dom-

inated by the other two. The (pure) market timing investor fails to take into account for

changes in volatility value and moreover, under this alternative speci…cation the autoregres-

sive coe¢cient (ρ) is smaller. Second, for an investor that is already exploiting persistence

in volatility, the gain from also taking into account time variation in the risk premium

(WCE,D¡B
1 = WCE,D¡A

1 /WCE,B¡A
1 ) is not very large.

Overall these results re-enforce the case in favor of volatility timing, and re-enforce the

case against exploiting (potential high-frequency) predictability in the risk premium. The

utility gains of the former are shown to be robust to the (plausible) alternative return process,

as opposed to the utility gains of the latter.

6 Conclusion

This paper measures the utility gains from short-run portfolio rebalancing, in the presence

of time variation in both expected returns and volatility. We have not tried to compute

an optimal trading strategy. Given the uncertainty concerning the optimal representation

of the stock return dynamics, we have settled on a more modest goal: compute the utility

gains obtained by following “relatively plausible” timing strategies that attempt to exploit

short-term ‡uctuations in the conditional distribution of stock returns. This analysis takes

into account for realistic frictions, namely as transaction costs and short-selling constraints,

and parameter uncertainty.
23The certainty equivalent gains for strategies αD and αB are only marginally a¤ected by this.
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The gains from exploiting (high-frequency) time variation in expected returns are very

small once we take into account for transaction costs or short-selling constraints. Further-

more, they are not robust to parameter uncertainty or model mis-speci…cation. The case in

favor of volatility timing is much stronger. The corresponding utility gains are quite robust

to both frictions and parameter uncertainty. The return processes that we consider in this

paper do not allow for low-frequency mean reversion in stock returns, and it would be in-

teresting to compute the portfolio dynamics implied by a model that combines all of these

features of the data.
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Table 1 – Estimation Results

The return on the risky asset is taken to be the value weighted return on the NYSE,

including dividends, while the return on the safe asset is given by the return on 3-month

Treasury Bills. Both series were obtained from CRSP. The sample starts in January 1926

and ends in December 1999. Each speci…cation is estimated using the excess return data,

and the return on the safe asset is set equal to the mean return on the 3-month T-Bill.

Standard errors are reported in parenthesis.

µ ρ θ0 θ1 θ2

i.i.d returns 0.0059 / 0.00548 / /

GARCH(1,1) 0.0059 / 0.00017 0.1210 (0.016) 0.8476 (0.014)

AR(1) 0.0053 0.0992 (0.057) 0.00546 / /

AR(1)-GARCH(1,1) 0.0055 0.0727 (0.033) 0.00018 0.1214 (0.016) 0.8464 (0.015)
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Table 2.1 – Hedging Demands for the GARCH(1,1) Model

Mean hedging demand (in terms of share invested in stocks), as a fraction of the mean

overall share invested in stocks, from using the GARCH(1) model to forecast future stock

returns, assuming that this is indeed the correct data generating process, and without trans-

action costs, parameter uncertainty or any other frictions. Results are shown for di¤erent

investment horizons and di¤erent coe¢cients of relative risk aversion.

γ 1 year 2 years 5 years

2 0.23% 0.31% 0.45%

5 0.40% 0.55% 0.73%

10 0.49% 0.61% 0.91%

Table 2.2 – Mean Certainty Equivalent Gains for the GARCH(1,1) Model

Mean certainty equivalent gains (measured as a percentage increase in initial wealth) from

using the GARCH(1,1) model to forecast future stock returns, assuming that this is indeed

the correct data generating process, and without transaction costs, parameter uncertainty

or any other frictions. Results are shown for di¤erent investment horizons and di¤erent

coe¢cients of relative risk aversion.

γ 1 year 2 years 5 years

2 8.00% 16.04% 33.29%

5 3.22% 6.65% 13.51%

10 1.79% 3.80% 6.95%
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Table 2.3 – Mean Certainty Equivalent Gain for the GARCH(1,1) Model

(In the presence of transaction costs)

Mean certainty equivalent gains from using the GARCH(1,1) model to forecast future

stock returns, assuming that this is indeed the correct data generating process. Results are

shown for di¤erent investment horizons, di¤erent coe¢cients of relative risk aversion, and

di¤erent values for the proportional transaction costs (v) and for the …xed transaction costs

(f) (both are reported in basis points).

1-year horizon 5-year horizon

v f γ = 2 γ = 5 γ = 10 γ = 2 γ = 5 γ = 10

0 0 8.00% 3.22% 1.79% 33.29% 13.51% 6.95%

25 0 7.64% 3.19% 1.75% 32.02% 13.22% 6.07%

50 0 7.29% 2.99% 1.67% 31.43% 12.53% 5.88%

0 10 6.33% 2.63% 1.55% 30.45% 12.24% 5.39%

25 10 6.21% 2.51% 1.43% 29.67% 11.85% 5.29%

Table 2.4 - Mean Certainty Equivalent Gain for the GARCH(1,1) Model

(In the presence of transaction costs and short-selling constraints)

Mean certainty equivalent gains from using the GARCH(1,1) model to forecast future

stock returns, assuming that this is indeed the correct data generating process, when the

investor faces short-selling constraints on both assets. Results are shown for di¤erent in-

vestment horizons, di¤erent coe¢cients of relative risk aversion, and di¤erent values for the

proportional transaction costs (v) and for the …xed transaction costs (f) (both are reported

in basis points).

1-year horizon 5-year horizon

v f γ = 2 γ = 5 γ = 10 γ = 2 γ = 5 γ = 10

0 0 5.26% 3.22% 1.79% 21.64% 13.42% 6.95%

25 0 4.66% 3.18% 1.75% 20.07% 13.02% 6.07%

25 10 3.94% 2.50% 1.43% 18.12% 11.55% 5.29%
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Table 2.5 - Mean Certainty Equivalent Gain for the GARCH(1,1) Model

(With parameter uncertainty)

Mean certainty equivalent gains from using the GARCH(1,1) model to forecast future

stock returns and taking into account for parameter uncertainty in the volatility persistence

parameter, θ1 (while assuming a ‡at prior). Results are shown for a one-year investment

horizon, di¤erent values of transaction costs (proportional transaction costs (v) and …xed

transaction costs (f), both reported in basis points), and di¤erent coe¢cients of relative risk

aversion.

v f γ = 2 γ = 5 γ = 10

0 0 6.17% 2.24% 1.04%

25 10 4.79% 1.74% 0.83%

Table 2.6 - Mean Certainty Equivalent Gains for the GARCH(1,1)

(Statistical Signi…cance)

Mean certainty equivalent gains from using the GARCH(1,1) model to forecast future

stock returns, assuming that this is the correct data generating process, but using the delta

method to measure statistical signi…cance. Results are shown for a one-year investment

horizon, di¤erent values of transaction costs (proportional transaction costs (v) and …xed

transaction costs (f), both reported in basis points), and di¤erent coe¢cients of relative risk

aversion.

v f γ = 2 γ = 5 γ = 10

0 0 8.00% 3.22% 1.79%

(p-value) 0.00 0.00 0.00

25 10 6.21% 2.51% 1.43%

(p-value) 0.00 0.00 0.01
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Table 3.1 – Hedging Demands for the AR(1) Model

Mean hedging demand (in terms of share invested in stocks), as a fraction of the mean

overall share invested in stocks, from using the AR(1) model to forecast future stock returns,

assuming that this is indeed the correct data generating process, and without transaction

costs, parameter uncertainty or any other frictions. Results are shown for di¤erent investment

horizons and di¤erent coe¢cients of relative risk aversion.

γ 1 year 2 years 5 years

2 -4.65% -4.86% -5.02%

5 -6.78% -7.12% -7.59%

10 -7.97% -8.09% -8.30%

Table 3.2 – Mean Certainty Equivalent Gains for the AR(1) Model

Mean certainty equivalent gains (measured as a percentage increase in initial wealth)

from using the AR(1) model to forecast future stock returns, assuming that this is indeed

the correct data generating process, and without transaction costs, parameter uncertainty

or any other frictions. Results are shown for di¤erent investment horizons and di¤erent

coe¢cients of relative risk aversion.

γ 1 year 2 years 5 years

2 17.80% 35.17% 68.94%

5 7.17% 14.50% 26.15%

10 3.70% 7.72% 12.63%
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Table 3.3 – Mean Certainty Equivalent Gain for the AR(1) Model

(In the presence of transaction costs)

Mean certainty equivalent gains from using the AR(1) model to forecast future stock

returns, assuming that this is indeed the correct data generating process. Results are shown

for di¤erent investment horizons, di¤erent coe¢cients of relative risk aversion, and di¤erent

values for the proportional transaction costs (v) and for the …xed transaction costs (f) (both

are reported in basis points).

1-year horizon 5-year horizon

v f γ = 2 γ = 5 γ = 10 γ = 2 γ = 5 γ = 10

0 0 17.80% 7.17% 3.70% 68.94% 26.15% 12.63%

25 0 7.40% 2.87% 1.43% 23.70% 9.01% 3.92%

50 0 3.82% 1.55% 0.72% 8.81% 3.72% 1.86%

0 10 13.50% 2.87% 0.60% 51.02% 9.20% 1.84%

25 10 4.78% 0.96% 0.12% 14.10% 2.64% 0.69%

Table 3.4 - Mean Certainty Equivalent Gain for the AR(1) Model

(In the presence of transaction costs and short-selling constraints)

Mean certainty equivalent gains from using the AR(1) model to forecast future stock

returns, assuming that this is indeed the correct data generating process, when the investor

faces short-selling constraints on both assets. Results are shown for di¤erent investment

horizons, di¤erent coe¢cients of relative risk aversion, and di¤erent values for the propor-

tional transaction costs (v) and for the …xed transaction costs (f) (both are reported in basis

points).

1-year horizon 5-year horizon

v f γ = 2 γ = 5 γ = 10 γ = 2 γ = 5 γ = 10

0 0 7.76% 6.69% 3.46% 30.45% 24.48% 11.85%

25 0 3.94% 2.75% 1.43% 11.46% 8.23% 3.92%

25 10 2.27% 0.95% 0.12% 3.62% 2.35% 0.69%
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Table 3.5 - Mean Certainty Equivalent Gain for the AR(1) Model

(With parameter uncertainty)

Mean certainty equivalent gains from using the AR(1) model to forecast future stock

returns and taking into account for parameter uncertainty in the return autocorrelation

parameter, ρ (while assuming a ‡at prior). Results are shown for a one-year investment

horizon, di¤erent values of transaction costs (proportional transaction costs (v) and …xed

transaction costs (f), both reported in basis points), and di¤erent coe¢cients of relative risk

aversion.

v f γ = 2 γ = 5 γ = 10

0 0 2.13% 0.77% 0.33%

25 10 0.57% 0.10% 0.01%

Table 3.6 - Mean Certainty Equivalent Gain for the AR(1) Model

(For di¤erent values of the true parameters)

Mean certainty equivalent gains from using the AR(1) model to forecast future stock

returns, assuming that this is indeed the correct data generating process, when the true

persistence parameter (ρ) is di¤erent from the one that was estimated (0.0992). Results are

shown for a one-year investment horizon, di¤erent coe¢cients of relative risk aversion, and

di¤erent values for the proportional transaction costs (v) and for the …xed transaction costs

(f) (both are reported in basis points).

ρ v f γ = 2 γ = 5 γ = 10

0.000 0 0 -17.56% -7.52% -4.90%

0.050 0 0 0.12% -0.13% -0.27%

0.075 0 0 9.08% 3.70% 1.91%

0.0992 0 0 17.80% 7.17% 3.70%

0.000 25 10 -14.69% -4.18% -9.32%

0.050 25 10 -4.90% -1.55% -0.48%

0.075 25 10 0.11% -0.25% -0.14%

0.0992 25 10 4.78% 0.96% 0.11%
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Table 3.7 - Mean Certainty Equivalent Gains for the AR(1)

(Statistical Signi…cance)

Mean certainty equivalent gains from using the AR(1) model to forecast future stock

returns, assuming that this is the correct data generating process, but using the delta method

to measure statistical signi…cance. Results are shown for a one-year investment horizon,

di¤erent values of transaction costs (proportional transaction costs (v) and …xed transaction

costs (f), both reported in basis points), and di¤erent coe¢cients of relative risk aversion.

v f γ = 2 γ = 5 γ = 10

0 0 17.80% 7.17% 3.70%

(p-value) 0.02 0.04 0.05

25 10 4.78% 0.96% 0.16%

(p-value) 0.06 0.09 0.11
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Table 4 - Mean Certainty Equivalent Gains for the di¤erent portfolio rules when the true

correct process is an AR(1)-GARCH(1,1)

Mean certainty equivalent gains from using the GARCH(1,1) model (portfolio rule αB)

or the AR(1) model (portfolio rule αC), or the AR(1)-GARCH(1,1) model (portfolio rule

αD) to forecast future stock returns, when the AR(1)-GARCH(1,1) model is the correct

speci…cation. Results are shown for a one-year investment horizon, in the presence of short-

sales constraints, for di¤erent values of transaction costs (proportional transaction costs (v)

and …xed transaction costs (f), both reported in basis points) and for di¤erent coe¢cients

of relative risk aversion.

v = 0 / f = 0 v = 0.25 / f = 0.1

Model γ = 2 γ = 5 γ = 10 γ = 2 γ = 5 γ = 10

αB 5.54% 4.01% 2.67% 2.83% 2.47% 1.37%

αC 2.27% 1.43% 0.72% -2.58% -1.07% -0.23%

αD 7.04% 5.33% 2.94% 3.36% 3.16% 1.73%
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Figure 1 plots two alternative portfolio rules (share invested in stocks) for a CRRA investor with a

coefficient of relative risk aversion of 10, which is able to rebalance his/her portfolio on a monthly basis.

One portfolio rule assumes that he/she uses a GARCH(1,1) model to forecast stock return volatility, while

the other is derived under the assumption of i.i.d. stock returns. The horizontal axis covers approximately

95% of the in-sample realizations of the standard deviation of stock returns. The vertical lines mark a two

standard deviation band around the unconditional mean (of the variance).

Figure 1 - Portfolio Rule for the GARCH(1,1) Model
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Figure 2 plots the certainty equivalent gain from using a GARCH(1,1) model to forecast future stock

returns, relative to assuming i.i.d. returns, for a CRRA investor with a coefficient of relative risk aversion

of 10, which is able to rebalance his/her portfolio on a monthly basis. The certainty equivalent gain is

measured as a percentage increase in initial wealth, and the investment horizon is one year. The horizontal

axis covers approximately 95% of the in-sample realizations of the standard deviation of stock returns.

The vertical lines mark a two standard deviation band around the unconditional variance.

Figure 2 - Certainty Equivalent for the GARCH(1,1) model
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Figure 3 plots two alternative portfolio rules (share invested in stocks) for a CRRA investor with a

coefficient of relative risk aversion of 10, which is able to rebalance his/her portfolio on a monthly basis.

One policy rule is derived assuming that he/she uses an AR(1) model to forecast future stock returns,

while the other policy rule is derived under the assumption of i.i.d. stock returns. The horizontal axis

covers approximately 95% of the in-sample realizations of stock returns. The vertical lines mark a two

standard deviation band around the unconditional mean.

Figure 3 - Portfolio Rules for the AR(1) Model and for the i.i.d. case
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Figure 4 plots the certainty equivalent gain from (correctly) using an AR(1) model to forecast future stock

returns, relative to assuming i.i.d. returns, for a CRRA investor with a coefficient of relative risk aversion

of 10, which is able to rebalance his/her portfolio on a monthly basis. The certainty equivalent gain is

measured as a percentage increase in initial wealth, and the investment horizon is one year. The horizontal

axis covers approximately 95% of the in-sample realizations of stock returns. The vertical lines mark a

two standard deviation band around the unconditional mean.

Figure 4 - Certainty Equivalent Gains for the AR(1) model
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Figure 5 plots the optimal portfolio rule (share invested in stocks) for a CRRA investor with a coefficient
of relative risk aversion of 10, which is able to rebalance his/her portfolio on a monthly basis and uses an
AR(1)-GARCH(1,1) model to forecast future stock returns.
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Figure 5 - Portfolio Rule for the AR(1)-GARC H(1,1) m odel



Figure 6 plots the certainty equivalent gain from using an AR(1) model to forecast future stock returns,

relative to assuming i.i.d. returns, for a CRRA investor with a coefficient of relative risk aversion of 10,

which is able to rebalance his/her portfolio on a monthly basis, when the correct return process is an

AR(1)-GARCH(1,1). The certainty equivalent gain is measured as a percentage increase in initial wealth,

and the investment horizon is one year.
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Figure 6 - Certainty Equivalent Gain for the AR(1) Model



Figure 7 plots the certainty equivalent gain from using a GARCH(1,1) model to forecast future stock

returns, relative to assuming i.i.d. returns, for a CRRA investor with a coefficient of relative risk aversion

of 10, which is able to rebalance his/her portfolio on a monthly basis, when the correct return process is an

AR(1)-GARCH(1,1). The certainty equivalent gain is measured as a percentage increase in initial wealth,

and the investment horizon is one year.
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Figure 7 - Certainty Equivalent Gains for the GARCH(1,1) model 



Figure 8 plots the certainty equivalent gain from (correctly) using an AR(1)-GARCH(1,1) model to

forecast future stock returns, relative to assuming i.i.d. returns, for a CRRA investor with a coefficient of

relative risk aversion of 10, which is able to rebalance his/her portfolio on a monthly basis. The certainty

equivalent gain is measured as a percentage increase in initial wealth, and the investment horizon is one

year.
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Figure 8 - Certainty Equivalent Gains for the AR(1)-GARCH(1,1) model


